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wait and do it after the project's complete.
Mr. Clemejt* Of course you're going to have a brick veneer on this house and
your footing is going to come all the way down. It'd be kind of hard to get
the dirt out from under there is the only thing. And uh.. the thing I'm
trying to make say that there would be so many intangibles here0 "It would be
a problem for Mr.. Tompkins to really set a price. Because uh, how long am I
going to have to wait for this man to finish giving us all that. And I think
possible if you could encourage them to build it separate that uho.let's get
this house together and get this" house built and get on through with it. And
then this, this individual can build their own storm cellar because I think
an eighth and a quarter or an eighth and a half is what ya'll finally decided.
(.Participants:) , Eight and a quarter.
Mr. Clements
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Eight and a quarter..so there should be ample room to put one on

the project, or adjacent to..
(Participant,mans)

\

Several..several of the^e sites have storm cellars on them.

(Participant, womant) I think..think some of our Indians are getting storm
because they're so old. If they're Indians they shouldn't be 0
(Participant, mans ) Mr. Tompkins in your plan of view for this particular'
house, are you exposing the heating duct in the hallway?
Mr. Tompkinss

It's completely (not clear) in and sheet rocked.

Covered.

(Participant, mans) That's the way we can; service it.
Mr. Clements

Righ :. Course we can (not £lear) on this final plan. And this

is it..sort of fir&t go round. We've got/ two more..
(Conversation.)

./

(Participant,.mans) It's not in here. I it's already eliminated.
(Participant, ladys) Oh, I see, uh-humlokay, unless something in particular
/
,had been taken out. That's what I'm asking.
(Participant-, mans) Yeah.

